Therapeutic role of mesenchymal stem cells seeded dermal matrix versus acellular dermal matrix in healing of skin defect

Abstract

Background & objectives: One of the major challenges facing the surgeons is replacing a full-thickness skin loss successfully. This study aimed at testing the efficacy of decellularized dermal matrix seeded with bone marrow-mesenchymal stem cells (BM-MSCs) as a scaffold for the repair of skin defects in rats comparison to using acellular dermal matrix (ADM) alone.

Methods: A 2×2 cm² size full thickness skin defect was created on the dorsum of thirty male Wistar rats (200-250g) under xylazine (5 mg/kg) and ketamine (50 mg/kg) anesthesia. The animals were then randomly divided into three equal groups: group I: The defect was left for spontaneous recovery, group II: The defect was repaired with ADM alone, and group III: The defect was repaired with ADM seeded with labeled BM-MSCs. The healing rate of the defect in all groups was assessed by measuring wound area and healing percentage twice weekly. The specimens from the wound site were obtained from all groups on day 14 and day 28 post-operative for histological analysis.

Results: Treatment of wound defect with BM-MSCs seeded dermal matrix resulted in complete wound recovery on gross examination. Moreover, histological analysis showed proper reepithelization, proper collagen rearrangement together with minimal inflammatory cells. Well developed hair follicles and sebaceous glands were noted as well. Statistically, 28 days post-operatively, significant increase in healing rate, healing area percentage and collagen area percentage was detected together with significant decrease in vascular density compared to group I&II.

Conclusion: Stem cells seeded ADM facilitated early and better healing of skin defect in rats than the non-seeded ADM and spontaneous healing.
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Introduction

Skin losses can occur due to acute trauma, resection of cutaneous malignancies, chronic wounds or even surgical interventions. The full thickness injuries are characterized by complete destruction of epithelial regenerative capacity which leads to extensive scarring.1 The large wounds that cannot be corrected by conventional surgical procedures require substitutes of missing tissue to keep the wound free of infection, reduce pain and ensure early wound healing.2

In autologous skin grafting donor site heal with some scarring and may be very painful. So, the need for tissue engineered construct became mandatory in which culturing the required cell types on a biocompatible scaffold or extracellular matrix (ECM) is performed.3

The scaffolds include synthetic biodegradable polymers, natural polymers and natural matrices derived from decellularized tissues. The natural bio-scaffold have advantages over synthetic material as it mimics natural ECM structure and composition, preserves natural stimulatory effects of ECM on cells and allows the incorporation of growth factors and other matrix proteins to further enhance cell functions.4

These natural matrices substitutes must exhibit three important properties; very low antigenicity, the capacity for rapid vascularization, and stability as a dermal template.4 Mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) are characterized by the ability to self-renew and differentiate into multiple tissue-forming cell lineages. They have also been shown to exhibit immunomodulatory, reparative, and regenerative effects. Their ability to enhance cutaneous wound healing has been well characterized suggesting great therapeutic potential.6 In this study, we aimed at comparing the usage of dermal matrix whether seeded with BM-MSCs or not in treatment of skin defects in rats compared to spontaneous healing. Our hypothesis was that applying BM-MSCs seeded dermal matrix to full thickness skin defect, would enhance and accelerate skin healing, and would restore the microstructure of the skin in comparison to unseeded ADM and spontaneous healing.

Materials and methods

All the animal procedures were approved by Faculty of Medicine-Ain Shams University Ethical Committee, and the experiments were conducted in accordance with their guidelines.

Preparation of acellular dermal matrix (ADM)²:

The skin of the back of seven male Wister rats (150-200g) was shaved, sterilized with betadine and 70% ethanol then disected. Skin specimens were cut into pieces each 2×2 cm² and washed extensively with phosphate buffered saline (PBS). Then, washed in Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) 1640 Medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat. No: 11875093) containing 10% fetal bovine serum and preserved for further use at-20°C. For subsequent usage, the cryo...
preserved skin is thawed at 37°C in PBS. For de-epithelization, the skin specimens were treated with buffered 1M NaCl for 24 hours at 37°C with continuous shaking in an orbital shaker followed by simple scratching of the epidermis. Decelluarization of dermal matrix was done by incubation in buffered 0.5% sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS; Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) for 1 hour at room temperature in an orbital shaker. Acellular dermal matrix treated with NaCl-SDS was then extensively washed with PBS and stored in PBS at 4°C until usage. All solutions used for ADM preparation were filtered with 0.2μm filter. Antibacterial (300U/ml penicillin, 0.3mg/ml streptomycin) and antifungal (0.75μg/ml amphotericin B) were added to the extraction solutions to prevent microbial growth.

Isolation, culture and labeling of BM-MSCs:

In brief, both ends of tibia and femurs of rats were cut from the diaphysis. The bone marrow was flushed out from the bone with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM, Life Technologies) containing 10% FBS, 1% penicillin/streptomycin. The marrow plugs were then dissociated by pipetting and centrifuged at 1800 rpm for 10 min at 4°C. The precipitated cell pellets were re-suspended with 5 ml of the complete medium. The cells were then seeded into 25 cm² tissue culture flasks at a density of 7 × 10⁴ cells/cm² and kept at 37°C in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO₂. The culture medium was replaced every 3 days.

The second passage cells were labeled by PKH26 Red Fluorescent Cell Linker Kit for General Cell Membrane Labeling (Molecular probes, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Mo, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the cells were mixed with PKH26 reagent and incubated at 25°C for 2-5 min with gentle shaking. The staining action was blocked by adding an equal volume of serum and incubated for 1 min. Then, the cells were centrifuged at 1800 rpm for 10 min at 25°C. The supernatant was removed; the cells were transferred into a new tube and washed three times with PBS. Finally, 10 ml of complete culture medium was added to the cells to be centrifuged and adjusted to a density of 1 × 10⁶ cells/ml.

Seeding of labeled MSCs on ADM

The ADM was used as scaffold for the culture of BM-MSCs using the static seeding technique. The ADM was placed on 35 mm Petri dishes, the labeled MSCs were seeded on the reticular surface of ADM at a concentration of 5 × 10⁴ cells/cm² and incubated for 48 hours. The cell-laden ADM was washed several times with PBS to remove remnants of culture media, then transplanted and sutured to the edges of the skin defect.

Histological analysis of ADM

Specimens of ADM were processed for histological examination. They were fixed with 10% phosphate-buffered formalin, dehydrated and processed to obtain paraffin blocks. Sections (5 μm) were stained with H&E stain and Masson’s trichrome stain to observe the collagen fiber density, thickness and their arrangement at the graft site. Paraffin unstained sections from the grafts of group III were observe the collagen fiber density, thickness and their arrangement at the diaphysis. The bone marrow was flushed out from the bone with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM, Life Technologies) containing 10% FBS, 1% penicillin/streptomycin. The marrow plugs were then dissociated by pipetting and centrifuged at 1800 rpm for 10 min at 4°C. The precipitated cell pellets were re-suspended with 5 ml of the complete medium. The cells were then seeded into 25 cm² tissue culture flasks at a density of 7 × 10⁴ cells/cm² and kept at 37°C in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO₂. The culture medium was replaced every 3 days.

Isolation, culture and labeling of BM-MSCs:

In brief, both ends of tibia and femurs of rats were cut from the diaphysis. The bone marrow was flushed out from the bone with Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM, Life Technologies) containing 10% FBS, 1% penicillin/streptomycin. The marrow plugs were then dissociated by pipetting and centrifuged at 1800 rpm for 10 min at 4°C. The precipitated cell pellets were re-suspended with 5 ml of the complete medium. The cells were then seeded into 25 cm² tissue culture flasks at a density of 7 × 10⁴ cells/cm² and kept at 37°C in a humidified incubator containing 5% CO₂. The culture medium was replaced every 3 days.

The second passage cells were labeled by PKH26 Red Fluorescent Cell Linker Kit for General Cell Membrane Labeling (Molecular probes, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Mo, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the cells were mixed with PKH26 reagent and incubated at 25°C for 2-5 min with gentle shaking. The staining action was blocked by adding an equal volume of serum and incubated for 1 min. Then, the cells were centrifuged at 1800 rpm for 10 min at 25°C. The supernatant was removed; the cells were transferred into a new tube and washed three times with PBS. Finally, 10 ml of complete culture medium was added to the cells to be centrifuged and adjusted to a density of 1 × 10⁶ cells/ml.

Seeding of labeled MSCs on ADM

The ADM was used as scaffold for the culture of BM-MSCs using the static seeding technique. The ADM was placed on 35 mm Petri dishes, the labeled MSCs were seeded on the reticular surface of ADM at a concentration of 5 × 10⁴ cells/cm² and incubated for 48 hours. The cell-laden ADM was washed several times with PBS to remove remnants of culture media, then transplanted and sutured to the edges of the skin defect.

Histological analysis of ADM

Specimens of ADM were processed for histological examination. They were fixed with 10% phosphate-buffered formalin, dehydrated and processed to obtain paraffin blocks. Sections (5 μm) were stained with H&E stain and Masson’s trichrome stain. Other specimens were fixed in 2.5% glutaraldehyde for transmission electron microscopy. Samples were dehydrated by an ascending series of alcohols and then embedded in epoxy resin. Sections (60-80 nm) were cut by an ultra microtome, stained with lead citrate and uranyl acetate, examined and photographed with Jeol, JEM- 1200 EX II Electron Microscope, Tokyo.

Animal groups:

Thirty male Wister male rats with weights between 200 and 250 g were used in this study. The skin of the dorsum of all rats was shaved, sterilized with betadine and 70% ethanol and a 2×2 cm² size full thickness skin defect was created under xylazine (5mg/kg) and ketamine (50mg/kg) anesthesia.

The animals were kept under standard housing conditions and provided with water and standard diet ad libitum.

After creating the wound, the animals were randomly divided into three equal groups (n=10):

1. Group I: The defect was left for spontaneous healing
2. Group II: The defect was repaired with unseeded ADM
3. Group III: The defect was repaired with labeled BM-MSCs-seeded dermal matrix

The grafts in groups II and III were sutured carefully by synthetic absorbable suture material (poliglycolic acid) and beddedaged with Vasline gauze. All animals received topical and systemic antibiotics, as well as analgesics for three days postoperative. In each group, half of the animals (n=5) were sacrificed post-operative on day 14, and the remaining half (n=5) were sacrificed on day 28 post-operative.

Wound examination:

1. Gross observation:

Skin wounds were observed grossly and photographed in all groups post operatively on day 14 and day 28.

2. Histological examination:

The specimens from the wound sites were obtained from all groups on day 14 and day 28 post-operative for the histopathological examination after sacrificing the animals. Tissue samples were collected by excising the graft with a surrounding rim of normal skin and fixed in phosphate buffered 10% formalin saline, dehydrated in ethanol, cleared in xylene and embedded in paraaffin to get 5-micron thick paraffin sections. The sections were stained with H&E stain for detection of signs of wound healing and Masson’s Trichrome stain to observe the collagen fiber density, thickness and their arrangement at the graft site. Paraffin unstained sections from the grafts of group III were examined under the fluorescence microscope for detection and tracing the PKH26-labelled MSCs.

3. Morph metric and Statistical analysis:

The following parameters were measured:

a. Percent change in wound area: To measure wound area, the length and width of the wound were identified as the largest diameter of the wound and diameter taken at right angle to the largest one. Measurements were done with a conventional metric ruler and expressed as area recorded in square centimeters (cm²).

To calculate percent area reduction from baseline at the end of the experiment (day 28), the following formula was used: %Reduction = 100 × (baseline - current size)/baseline⁹

Rate of wound healing: The rate of wound healing was defined as the change in wound area over 2 weeks using the following formula:

ΔAₜ = (A₁₀₅ - Aₜ)/(b - a)

Where (A) equals area, (a) equals the beginning of the observation period, and (b) equals the end of the observation period.¹¹

b. Density of vascular structures (number of capillaries/field):

c. The mean of area percentage of collagen: Five specimens from five different rats of each group on day 14 and day 28 were examined \( (n=5) \). For each specimen, five different non-overlapping fields were analyzed using Leica Qwin V3 computer-assisted image analysis software (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany). Numerical values obtained from mathematical calculations and morphometric measurements were expressed in mean\’s standard deviation (SD) and analyzed using SPSS software (IBM Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA). In which one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed, followed by post hoc least significance difference (LSD) for comparison between groups. \( P<0.05 \) was considered statistically significant.

Results

Morphological characteristics of ADM

Morphological characterization of ADM was done in comparison to normal skin specimens using light and electron microscopy.

Normal skin

Sections stained with H&E, showed that skin was formed of two layers; superficial epidermis, composed of stratified squamous keratinized epithelium and underlying dermis, composed of dense, irregular connective tissue that is divided into a superficial papillary layer and a deeper more extensive reticular layer with no distinct boundary between them. (Figure 1)

The dermal papillary layer appeared composed of thin, loosely arranged fibers and cells together with capillary loops, whereas, the dermal reticular layer which constitutes the major portion of the dermis has dense bundles of collagen fibers. Skin appendages as hair follicles, sebaceous and sweat glands were clearly demonstrated in the dermis (Figure 1a & 1b).

Masson’s trichrome: stained sections showed the different arrangements of collagen in the dermis into loose fibers in the papillary layer and dense collagen bundles in the reticular layer (Figure 1c).

Figure 1 (a) Normal skin showing intact epidermal layer formed of stratified epithelium (thick arrow), lying over connective tissue dermis formed of superficial papillary layer containing loosely arranged fibers and cells (↑) and deep reticular layer containing collagen bundles (▲) hair follicles and associated sebaceous glands (†). (b) ADM showing absence of epidermal cells (arrow), the underlying dermis shows acellular collagen fibers and absence of basophilic nuclei. (a&b: H&E, x100). (c) Normal skin showing dense collagen bundles in the deep dermal layer (arrow). (d) ADM showing intact basement membrane (arrow) and dense collagen bundles in the deep dermis (▲) (c&d: Masson’s trichrome stain, x100).

Ultra structural: Examination showed epidermal cell layers separated from the underlying dermis by basement membrane. (Figure 2) The dermis appeared formed of collagen bundles and fibroblasts (Figure 2a).

Acellular dermal matrix: H&E: Staining of skin specimens treated with hypertonic solution (NaCl) and ionic biological detergent (0.5% SDS) to obtain ADM confirmed complete removal of the epidermal cell layers (de-epithelization). Moreover, Decellularization of the dermis was indicated by absence of dermal connective tissue cells, blood vessels and skin appendages (Figure 1b).

Masson’s trichrome: Stained sections demonstrated intact basement membrane. Collagen fibers’ arrangement remained unaltered as compared to that of normal skin (Figure 1d)

Ultra structural: Examination revealed that, all keratinocytes were removed while the integrity of the basement membrane was maintained. There was no evidence of cells within the dermal matrix. The collagen bundles of the dermis showed similar arrangement and compactness as control (Figure 2b).

On gross observation, group I (Day 0) (day of wound creation), the wound was expanded initially as no graft was used in this group and the site of wound remained denuded (Figure 4). In groups II and III, the wound defects were covered with ADM graft (whether seeded or not), both appeared whitish in color (Figure 4a–Figure 4c).

On day (D14): Group I, the site of wound appeared slightly bulged, dried and covered with dark brown thick crust (Figure 4d). In group II, the graft appeared brown red and the wound edge looked

smooth compared to group I (Figure 4e). In group III, the wound was markedly reduced in size and nearly healed (Figure 4f).

**On day (D28):** The crust has fallen off and wound appeared covered with scar. Neither decrease in the size of the wound nor hair growth was evident in group I (Figure 4g). In group II, the wound was greatly shrunken in size with no scar formation (Figure 4h). In group III, there was no visible wound and wound site appeared completely healed and covered with hairy skin (Figure 4i).

**Histological examination of the wound postoperative H&E staining**

**On day (D14):** Microscopic examination of skin sections stained with H&E showed:

**Group I:** The defect was filled with granulation tissue that showed severe inflammatory reaction. (Figure 5) Furthermore, the superficial layer of the granulation tissue showed sloughing, necrosis together with extravagated RBCs and abundant inflammatory cells (Figure 5a).

**Group II:** The superficial surface of the dermal graft was covered completely with a thin layer of epithelium. Revascularization of the matrix stroma was evidenced by the presence of numerous blood vessels. Furthermore, the acellular dermal matrix exhibited recellularization with mild inflammatory infiltrate (Figure 5b).

**Group III:** The wound site was re-epithelized by typical epidermal layer, the matrix was infiltrated by cells mostly fibroblast with minimal inflammation (Figure 5c).

**On day (D28):** Microscopic examination of skin sections stained with H&E showed:

**Figure 3 (a)** Confluent monolayer of BM-MSCs with a fibroblast-like morphology forming colonies (↑) (Phase contrast microscopy, x100). (b) PKH26 fluorescent-labeled BM-MSCs seeded onto ADM (↑). (c) Distribution of PKH26-labeled BM-MSCs in the ADM, 28 days after transplantation (↑) (b&c: fluorescence microscopy, x100).

**Figure 4** showing gross appearance of the wound on Day 0: (a) Group I: The wound defect (2x2cm) is left for spontaneous recovery, wound edges expand initially as no graft is used and the site of wound is denuded. (b, c) Groups II & III: The wound is covered with whitish ADM that is sutured to the wound edges. Day 14 (d) Group I: Wound edges are slightly bulging, and dark brown thick crust is covering the wound. (e) Group II: the graft is brownish red in color and the wound edges are smooth. (f) Group III: The wound surface is brownish pink in color with smooth edges. Note the remarkable decrease in wound size. Day 28: (g) Group I: The crust is fallen off and the wound is covered with scars. Note that there is only slight decrease in the wound size. (h) Group II: The wound is remarkably decreased in size with no scar formation. (i) Group III: wound is almost invisible and wound site is covered with hairy skin.
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Group I: A thick layer of granulation tissue appeared covering the wound defect. The granulation tissue is formed of layers of connective tissue cells embedded in acidophilic matrix and overlying heavy inflammatory reaction. (Figure 6) The dermis showed new blood vessels and thin disorganized collagen fibers (Figure 6a).

Group II: The dermal matrix was completely covered with typical stratified squamous keratinized epithelium of the epidermis. The graft matrix showed neovascularization, intact collagen bundles that became repopulated with fibroblasts. Inflammatory reactions were subsided as well (Figure 6b).

Group III: The healing was complete with typical epidermal layer. The dermis was repopulated with connective tissue cells, neovascularization was minimal and collagen fibers were best arranged comparable to normal skin. Inflammation was absent. Well-developed hair follicles and sebaceous glands were seen in the dermis (Figure 6c).

Masson’s trichrome staining

On day (D14): Examination of Masson’s trichrome stained section revealed (Figure 7):

Group I: The collagen fibers were minimal, less dense, and arranged haphazardly forming the granulation tissue filling the wound (Figure 7a). No epidermis is seen.

Group II: The collagen fibers in the dermal matrix appeared thin, less dense and less regularly arranged (Figure 7b).

Group III: Areas of mature collagen bundles appeared at healing sites mainly in the reticular dermis (Figure 7c).

On day (D28): The following results were demonstrated:

Group I: The collagen fibers in the dermis became thicker with better arrangement (Figure 7d).

Figure 5 Showing wound micro-structure on day 14; (a) Group I: a dotted line is drawn to separate the normal skin at the wound edge (on the left side) from the wound site (on the right side). Notice the presence of well-formed collagen bundles (*) and the presence of hair follicles (↑) on the normal wound edge. On the other hand, the wound site is filled with sloughed granulation tissue that show necrosis together with extravagated RBCs and abundant inflammatory cells. No epidermis is seen. (b) Group II: The dermal graft surface is completely covered by a very thin layer of epidermis (↑). Evident revascularization of the matrix stroma (▲). Notice that, the ADM exhibited recellularization with mild inflammatory infiltrate. (c) Group III: A dotted line is drawn separating the normal skin edges (on the left side) from the wound site (on the right side). Notice the presence of thick collagen bundles (↑) as well as hair follicles and sebaceous glands (*) in the normal wound edge. On the right side, the wound site shows complete reepithelization, by typical epidermal layer, the matrix is infiltrated by cells mostly fibroblast with minimal inflammation. Notice the presence of blood capillaries in the dermal matrix (▲). (H&E, x100).

Figure 6 Showing wound micro-structure on day 28 (a) Group I: The wound is covered by a thick layer of granulation tissue (▲). The granulation tissue is formed of layers of connective tissue cells embedded in acidophilic matrix and overlying heavy inflammatory reaction (inset). The dermis is formed of disorganized thin collagen with marked neovascularization (▲). (b) Group II: a dotted line is drawn separating normal skin edges (on the left side) from the wound site (on the right side). Normal skin edges show well organized collagen bundles (↑) and well-formed sebaceous glands (*). On the other hand, the dermal matrix was completely covered with typical stratified squamous keratinized epithelium of the epidermis. The graft matrix shows intact collagen bundles that became repopulated with fibroblasts. Notice the presence of many blood capillaries (▲) and absence of inflammatory reaction. (c) Group III: The epidermis over the dermal matrix at the wound site shows complete reepithelization (▲). The dermis shows well organized thick collagen bundles (↑), connective tissue cells, hair follicle and sebaceous gland (*). Notice the absence of inflammatory reaction and minimal neovascularization in the dermis. (H&E, x100).

**Group I:** Collagen fibers were more organized into thin bundles (Figure 7e).

**Group III:** Mature collagen bundles occupying the whole graft were comparable to that of normal skin (Figure 7f).

**Statistical analysis results (Table 1):**

**Wound healing rate:** Over the first 2 weeks showed a non-significant change in groups II and III. However, a significant increase between these groups in comparison to group I was identified. Over the second 2 weeks, group III showed the maximum rate of wound healing that was significant to both group II and group I. Similarly, group II recorded a significant increase in the healing rate in comparison to group I (Histogram 1).

Although, group I showed a remarkable increase in the wound healing rate over the second 2 weeks in comparison to the first 2 weeks, the percentage of wound reduction area at the end of the experiment, was only 66.4±3.61%. On the other hand, groups II and III, showed a higher significant wound reduction area percentage (92.8±1.58% and 99.6±0.46% respectively) in comparison to group I (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Group I</th>
<th>Group II</th>
<th>Group III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wound healing rate over the first 2 weeks</td>
<td>0.12±0.084 (●) *</td>
<td>0.73±0.087 (▲)</td>
<td>0.84±0.063 (▲)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wound healing rate over the last 2 weeks</td>
<td>0.62±0.013 (●)</td>
<td>0.82±0.016 (●)</td>
<td>1.1±0.012 (▲ *)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% reduction in SA</td>
<td>66.4±3.61 (● ●) *</td>
<td>92.8±1.58 (● ●)</td>
<td>99.6±0.46 (▲ *)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area percentage of collagen on Day 14</td>
<td>23.2±1.96 (● ●)</td>
<td>37.32±3.45 (● ●)</td>
<td>41.2±1.02 (▲ ●)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area percentage of collagen on Day 28</td>
<td>33.1±2.67 (● ●)</td>
<td>43.2±3.58 (● ●)</td>
<td>53.1±6.9 (▲ ●)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular density on Day 14</td>
<td>17.2±0.84 (● ●)</td>
<td>24.6±1.14 (● ●)</td>
<td>32.2±1.3 (▲ ●)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vascular density on day 28</td>
<td>44.2±2.38 (● ●)</td>
<td>26.2±2.68 (● ●)</td>
<td>20±1.58 (▲ ●)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(▲ ●), Significant change from group I; (● ●), Significant change from group II and (● ●), Significant change from group III.

**Area percentage of collagen fibers on days 14 and 28:** Illustrated a significant increase in group III in comparison to group II and group I. Also, in group II, a significant increase was identified on days 14 and 28 in comparison to group I (Histogram 2).

**Vascular density on day 14:** Showed a significant increase in group III in comparison to group II and group I. In contrast, on day 28 group I showed a significant increase in the vascular density in comparison to group II and group III. Likewise, there was a significant increase in group II in comparison to group III on day 28 (Histogram 2).
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In which the tensile strength of the wound reepithelization, fibroblast proliferation. Removal of cells and cellular components from dermis in ADM, leaves the natural mixture of structural and functional proteins that constitute the ECM, such as collagen, fibronectin, laminin and vimentin, providing a natural microenvironment for cell adherence and expansion. Furthermore, endogenous growth factors such as fibroblast growth factor-2 (FGF-2) and transforming growth factor beta (TNF-β) often remain on naturally derived scaffolds which might facilitate cell growth on the ADM.

Before proceeding to discuss the results of the present study in different groups, a brief summary of the normal process of wound healing should be noted. Normal wound healing is a dynamic and complex process involving a series of coordinated events that occur in three overlapping phases.

**Inflammatory phase:** In which neutrophils, monocytes and macrophages are attracted to the wound site to phagocytose damaged structures and secrete potent tissue growth factors.

**Proliferative phase:** In which reepithelization, fibroblast migration, deposition of newly synthesized ECM, an abundant formation of granulation tissue and angiogenesis occur. Fibroblasts attach to the fibrin matrix and begin to produce disorganized collagen.

**Remodeling phase:** In which the tensile strength of the wound increases progressively in parallel with collagen deposition that becomes more oriented and crosslinked over time.

In the current study, wound healing was observed and examined postoperatively at two-time intervals on the 14th and the 28th days in all groups. In group I (spontaneous healing), inflammatory reaction was detected intensively on day 14 and was not resolved until day 28. In groups II (unseeded ADM) and III (MSCs seeded ADM), the inflammatory reaction was minimal on day 14 with complete resolution on day 28 especially noted in group III.

These results could be explained in the view of Feng et al. who deduced that the application of ADM on wound may decrease the occurrence of sepsis which in turn prevent progressive wound infection and facilitate wound healing.

Furthermore, in group III, seeding MSCs onto ADM resulted in early resolution of inflammation due to the known anti-inflammatory and antimicrobial activity of MSCs. MSC antimicrobial activity is mediated both directly, via secretion of antimicrobial factors, and indirectly, via secretion of immune-modulative factors, which will up regulate bacterial killing and phagocytosis by immune cells.

In the present study, minimal reepithelization was observed on day 14 and was almost completed on day 28 in group II (unseeded ADM).

In group III (MSCs seeded ADM), complete reepithelization with complete epidermal layer covered with keratin was seen on day 14, which became more mature on day 28. However, no reepithelization was detected what so ever in group I (spontaneous healing).

Two independent and complementary mechanisms could explain wound re-epithelialization. A sliding mechanism; in which passive lateral displacement of the superficial layers near the wound margin toward the free space over the wound due to the pushing force from the proliferating basal keratinocytes of the adjacent unwounded epidermis. This displacement is favored by the absence of resistance from the wound side due to the absence of epidermis.

Another mechanism is; the crawling of individual cells over each other at the tip of the regenerating epidermis. At this site, the supra basal keratinocytes had a migratory phenotype and expressed laminin 5due to the altered keratinocyte polarity at the wound margin which help migration through supporting keratinocyte motility and the establishment of semi-desmosomes.

The early reepithelization detected in the current study on day 14 in groups II and III in comparison to group I could be attributed to one of the features of the ADM prepared and applied in these groups which is the retention of the intact basement membrane.

Recently, Fisher & Rittié25 reported that basement membrane at the dermo-epidermal junction determines the polarity of the epidermis, thereby controlling cell organization and differentiation and that its repair during wound healing is important for restoration of skin functional properties after wounding.

Moreover, the importance of basement membrane integrity in the normal process of wound healing has been reported by many other studies, which demonstrated that lack of intact basement membrane resulted in the formation of fragile skin and blistering problems.20–22 In this study, collagen in the dermis was disorganized and arranged into granulation tissue in group I on day 14. While, on day 28, thin, disorganized collagen fibers were detected. In contrast, in groups II and III the application of a biological matrix scaffold (ADM) onto the wound site favored the appearance of well-organized collagen bundles comparable to normal skin.

Furthermore, statistical analysis confirmed the significant increase in area percentage of collagen in wounds treated with seeded ADM (group III) in comparison to the other 2 groups. Likewise, wounds treated with unseeded ADM (group II) showed a significant increase in area percentage of collagen in comparison to wounds left for spontaneous healing (group I). These results might be explained on the basis that, in the absence of an established dermal matrix, fibroblasts initially synthesize an immature matrix, which is subsequently remodeled to form scar. On the other hand, fibroblasts that repopulate the acellular matrix maintain their capacity to produce a more mature collagen.15

Additionally, the preservation of ECM in ADM influence cell mitogenesis and chemotaxis, direct cell differentiation, and induce construct host tissue remodeling responses, and the presence of residual cellular material attenuates or fully disproves the constructive tissue remodeling advantages of biologic scaffold materials in vivo. In the present study, applying MSCs seeded ADM onto the wound site provided the best results in comparison to the other groups as regarding early reepithelization, collagen organization into thick bundles, and resolution of inflammation. Furthermore, skin appendages were detected in the dermis and were fully developed. These results were further confirmed by statistical analysis which illustrated that treatment of wounds by seeded ADM (group III) resulted in a significant increase in wound healing rate over the last 2 weeks, percent reduction in wound area in comparison to treatment with unseeded ADM (group II) and spontaneous recovery (group I). These findings were approved by other studies which demonstrated that MSCs transplantation in the wounded skin can successfully differentiate into epidermal keratinocytes, sebaceous glands and follicular epithelial cells.23,24 Moreover, delivery of BM-MSCs in collagen gel scaffolds to full thickness skin wounds of rats resulted in significant early reduction in wound size in rats treated with MSC-collagen scaffold compared to collagen alone.25

Although MSCs differentiation contributes to regeneration of damaged or absent tissues, their paracrine signaling by releasing biologically active molecules is likely the primary mechanism for the beneficial effects of MSCs on wounds, through affecting cell migration, proliferation, and survival of the surrounding cells.16 Moreover, analyses of MSC-conditioned medium indicated that, MSCs secrete many known mediators of tissue repair including growth factors, cytokines, chemokines, keratinocyte growth factor, and TGF-β and that many cell types, including epithelial cells, endothelial cells, keratinocytes, and fibroblasts, are responsive to these paracrine signaling factors.16,26 Statistical analysis of vascular density in the current study revealed that applying seeded ADM onto the wound resulted in early (day 14) significant increase vascular density in comparison to the unseeded ADM or spontaneous healing. On the contrary, spontaneous healing resulted in late (day 28) marked significant increase in vascular density in comparison to the treated group.

We assumed that applying ADM, in particular seeded matrix, resulted in rapid progression of wound healing from the proliferative phase in which neovascularization increase to the remodeling phase in which neovascularization is minimal. This assumption was supported statistically by the significant increase of wound healing rate in the treated groups in comparison to spontaneous healing. In this view, Sorg et al.27 reported that, angiogenesis in wound healing can be divided into two main phases. Pro-angiogenic phase in which excessive neo-formation of blood vessels occurs to restore blood flow and thus nutritive perfusion as quickly as possible. This is followed by an anti-angiogenic phase in which the initially established vascular network undergoes a maturing process, which, however, is accompanied by a significant reduction in the number of vessels. Moreover, it was reported that, treating wound with MSC-collagen scaffold resulted in early wound closure in association with increased angiogenesis due to significant expression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and more intense early expression of matrix metalloproteinase -9 (MMP-9) compared to collagen treatment without MSCs, indicating a possible mechanism of MSC’s effects on early wound healing.28 In conclusion, application of ADM onto skin wound greatly improves wound healing on the gross and microscopic structure level. Furthermore, MSCs seeded ADM, provides much better results in terms of duration and restoration of skin structures.
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